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CHURCH AND STATE:
PARTNERS IN
FREEDOM
MOST REv. ANTHONY

J.BEVILACQUA*

It is fitting that here in the Capital of our Nation, officials of government and members of the legal profession assemble today in prayer with
leaders of religion.
The Red Mass, called such because of the color of the vestments
worn, has been a tradition of many centuries. It is a spiritual reflection
and celebration of the symbiosis of religion and law, of Church and State.
It is a religious expression of gratitude for the many blessings God
gives us through government leaders and the law.
It is a time of reconciliation with God, asking forgiveness for our failure to acknowledge our dependence on Him, our Supreme Lawgiver.
It is a time of petition, asking God to bless, strengthen and enlighten
our civic and religious leaders, all servants of the law, and all people of
faith, so that in cooperation and mutual trust, we may more effectively
achieve justice and freedom for all peoples.
It is a time of challenge to religion and law, to Church and State, to
government officials and religious leaders, to all citizens and to all faithful, to rediscover those basic moral premises, those essential religious
principles that our Founding Fathers brought to the birth of this nation
in the Declaration of Independence and in the Constitution.
It is a time of recommitment to those values of life, liberty and justice which are the protection of the sacred dignity and freedom of every
individual human life.
It is a time when religious leaders call upon you in public office and
in the legal profession to be in your role as we are in our calling-prophets of the law "of nature and nature's God," teachers of moral
values, evangelizers for justice and true freedom.
The theme of the partnership of Church and State, embodiments of
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religion and law, is particularly compelling in this year 1989. This year,
both the Church and State, the foundational pillars of our American. enterprise, celebrate historic bicentennials. Two hundred years ago in 1789,
the American nation began a journey along a new path under the Constitution. In that same year, the Catholic Church in the United States also
began a journey along a new road. For the first time, it began to walk
under the leadership of its own hierarchical Shepherd when John Carroll
was appointed its first Bishop.
At this point, I wish to alert you that, though I speak as a Roman
Catholic Archbishop and, at times, a civil lawyer, I will use the reality of
the Catholic Church in the United States primarily as a metaphor for
religion in general, as an image of all religious faiths.
The new road that the Church and this nation began to walk together in 1789 was primitive and perilous, with mystery always ahead.
But the journey was filled with hope, illuminated by law and God's word,
protected by His angels.
For the most part, it has been an odyssey in which both travelers,
Church and State, survived and flourished, largely because of mutual
trust and friendship. In spite of attempts to separate one from the other,
to put an impenetrable barrier between them, the two knew from the beginning that they needed each other, and along the way they became even
more convinced of this truth.
From the very first step, it was the intent of both the State and the
Church that they would walk the path not as strangers, and certainly not
as enemies, but as friends in mutual support of each other. Thus it was
that George Washington unabashedly stated: "Of all the dispositions and
habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports." James Madison, often called "the father of the Constitution," said that we cannot govern without God and the Ten Commandments. Jefferson, never labelled as a full-fledged Christian,
nevertheless recognized the pragmatic necessity of religion when he
asked: "Can the liberties of a nation be thought secure when we have
removed their only firm basis, a conviction in the minds of the people
that those liberties are the gift of God." President John Adams echoed
the sentiments of the writers of our fundamental law when he said: "Our
Constitution was made only for a religious and moral people. It is wholly
inadequate for the government of any other."
De Tocqueville, the French political sociologist, recognized during his
voyage to Jacksonian America in 1831 the intimate fellowship of Church
and State. He called religion "the first of America's political institutions"
mainly because he saw religion as the leading defender of freedom.
The affirmation of the Church, on its part, for the fundamental values, rights and freedoms secured in the Constitution is echoed by the
voice of the Psalmist: "Legem tuam dilexi"-"I have loved your Law."

CHURCH AND STATE

While the relationship between the companions traveling together,
Church and State, has for the most part been one of mutual support and
a true blessing for both, the conversation and attitude between them have
not always been the most amicable. More recently, there have been times
of misunderstanding and dispute. These in turn have led to exchanges of
accusations and periods of chilled silence. Especially in the last three decades, it is the perception of many that Church and State, religion and
law, are adversaries instead of companions, enemies instead of friends,
antagonists instead of partners. In their quest for their respective kingdoms, Church and State are seen as walking with an inviolable, impenetrable, and towering wall between them. The two pilgrims are further
portrayed as shouting at each other over the wall in a cacophony of irate
disagreements. Some have even suggested that the clash has become a
babel of conflicting postures so that neither can understand the other.
This opposition, this impregnable wall between two friends traveling
the road of our American experiment cannot endure much longer. If it
does, both will suffer and crisis will be upon us. If there is discord between Church and State, the consequence will be a wall between religion
and society which can only lead to moral decay in our nation.
A noted weekly news magazine two years ago judged the 1980's "a
time of moral disarray." I am no prophet of doom, but even a casual observer of the American scene must admit that there is an undue obsession
with self-indulgence and self-pleasures, that the trend is to eliminate
from society and law those religiously-based moral values which were formerly co-natural to them. The clear direction today is toward a secular,
anti-religious, humanistic consensus in society and law.
Symptoms of this moral crisis are evident in the high rates of child
abuse, in the 1.5 million abortions per year, the increase in the divorce
rate, teenage promiscuity and pregnancy, racism, drug and alcohol abuse,
and scandals in the world of finance, business, politics, even religion. And
this is far from an exhaustive list.
Still relevant today are the words that Will Durant uttered fifty years
ago: "We move into an age of spiritual exhaustion like that which
hungered for the birth of Christ. The great question of our time . . . is
whether men can bear to live without God."
Neither you nor I, not society, not the state, not this democracy can
bear to live without God-not if we want to remain a people of "life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
De Tocqueville again observed: "Despotism may be able to do without faith but freedom cannot ....
How could society escape destruction
• . . if it is not subject to God."
The psalmist also warns us: "If the Lord does not watch over the
city, in vain does the watchman keep vigil."
My dear friends, how long will it take us to learn this truth? The
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time has come to restore the vital relationship between the Church and
State, between religion and law. We must all read the signs of the times
and recognize that more and more people are questioning the secularistic,
relativist response to the issues that touch our very life. In education,
science, politics, the press, medicine, law, business, family relations, and
the world of entertainment, there is an increasing recognition of the need
for ethical and moral values based on religion. Our nation is still predominantly a religious people. A poll taken in 1987 reported that sixty-one
percent of adults over eighteen have high confidence in religion. Religion
ranked significantly higher than banks, public schools, newspapers, television, unions, and even, with all due respect, the Supreme Court of the
United States-though the Court did come in second. We must realize, as
Peter Berger, the religious sociologist, put it, that we live "under a sacred
canopy."
Has the time not come for the Church and State, the two travelers
along the path of our republic, to stop shouting at each other and start
conversing again in a language both can understand? Should we not engage anew in a dialogue to rediscover those basic values found especially
in the Judeo-Christian tradition and in the natural law? I am speaking of
those religious values that defend the sacred dignity and inviolable value
of every human being. I am speaking of those values which inspired our
Founding Fathers to begin the American odyssey, "Sub Deo et
Lege"-"under God and the Law." I am speaking of those religious values
embodied in the fundamental law of our nation.
If Church and State journeying together are to engage in friendly
conversation, there cannot be a towering, impregnable wall between them.
Always needed is a clear line of demarcation between Church and State,
but it should be one which will still allow their supporting hands to reach
out to the other in time of need, which will still allow them to look at the
face of the other and see friendship and love in each other's eyes. The
total effect of such a synergetic friendship could very well be greater than
the sum of what each could do separately.
The words of the Jesuit philosopher and scientist, Teilhard de Chardin, resonate the benefit that will flow from this fellowship of Church and
State, religion and law: "Someday after mastering the winds, the waves,
the tides and gravity, we shall harness for God the energies of love. And
then, for the second time in the history of the world, man will have discovered fire."

